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PROBLEM
Many autonomous vehicle platforms are outfitted
with low-cost cameras to capture data similarly to
human eyes. We applied and compared the fol-
lowing techniques for image classification:

1. Softmax Regression
2. Support Vector Machines
3. Convolutional Neural Networks

DATASETS
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 32× 32 pixels

bicycle bus motorcycle

pickup truck train trees

people automobile truck

ImageNet Cropped and scaled to 128×128 pixels

bicycle people sign tree vehicle

GoPro Footage Parsed with automatic object
recognition algorithm [1], then cropped and
scaled to 128× 128 pixels

bicycle people sign tree vehicle

Dataset sizes*
Train Validate Test

CIFAR 500 100 -
ImageNet ∼4,000 1,000 -

GoPro - - 600
* values are per class.

SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
Linear Kernel

RGB Gray
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SOFTMAX REGRESSION
Learning Curve

Confusion matrices
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CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
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We have implemented a 4-layer CNN archi-
tecture (VGG-style [2]) using a categorical cross-
entropy loss function to classify our ImageNet
dataset using the Keras Deep Learning Library.
We began with a 2D convolutional layer with 12

small (3 × 3) convolution filters. To control against
overfitting, we applied Dropout twice [3], reduced
the size of our two Dense layers, and added L2
regularization. However, the the CNN still began
to overfit at approximately 100 epochs.

DISCUSSION

Lessons learned from datasets:
Pros Cons

CIFAR consistent
size/resolution

small # examples;
poor resolution

ImageNet larger number
of examples

varying quality

GoPro images from
car driving
on Stanford
campus

requires a lot of
pre-processing
and images in-
consistent (i.e.
exposure)

Overall, CNN worked best as indicated by vi-
sual inspection of the confusion matrices. Each
dataset we investigated with the supervised learn-
ing algorithms had their own challenges. With CI-
FAR, it is a small dataset with poor resolution, but
contains clean and consistent images. ImageNet
provides a much larger dataset but they vary in
size, quality, and resolution requiring more time
to process before passing to our algorithms.

After more hyperparameter tuning to improve
its accuracy, we plan to test our CNN against our
Stanford footage dataset.
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